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Abstract

This paper presents a new method for verifying functionality in
the design of VLSI circuits. Our method fits naturally in a
methodology based on a Hardware Description Language (HDL).
Two programs describe the system under design: (1) its specification
and (2) the extracted behaviour from its layout. Verifying the design
comes down to proving that these programs are correct and
equivalent with regard to the HDL semantics. We define a process
named Formal Analysis that permits to prove these properties
without setting values to the programs inputs. Formal Analysis is
based on a new canonical form of Boolean Logic that we name Typed
Shannon’s canonical form. We implemented this method in P R I M ,
an efficient circuit prover now used by industrial CPU designers.
1. Introduction

Functional verification is the bottleneck of VLSI circuit design.
As the. economic constraints impose shorter design delays and the
complexity of circuits increases, detecting design e m r s as soon as
possible during the design cycle becomes a critical requirement.
E m r s detected in hardware cause unacceptable delays and costs in
rectification. So, in zero defect methodologies, circuits must actually
be completely verified before their physical processing.
One way to make emr-free designs would be to use emr-free
silicon compilers. But experience shows that compilers must be
continually improved and debugged in order to use the full power of
the technology. So the verification task cannot be avoided. In current
methodologies, simulation is used to validate the design, but this
method cannot guaranty the design correctness.
Simulation consists in exciting a circuit description with Os and
1s assigned to inputs and comparing its response with the expected
one. Thus, the needed time for circuit verification is an exponential
function of the number of inputs and is only reasonable for small
circuits. Some methods have been proposed to reduce the number of
pattems required to prove correctness [I], [2]. However, for complex
circuits, this reduction is not suffisant and the correctness can only be
statistically approached by simulation. For instance, verifying a
mainframe CPU requires more than one year of CPU time with a
software simulator.

In this paper, we present an efficient and complete method for
formally verifying the functionality of circuits that are not verifiable
by simulation. We inserted this method in the already existing Bull’s
VLSI design methodology. This methodology is based on a HDL
called LDS. A circuit under design is described by two LDS
programs: (1) its expected behaviour and (2) the description of the
circuits just before their physical processing. These programs are
respectively named the specification and the realization of the circuit.
The design verification task then comes down to formally proving
that specification and realization programs are correct and equivalent
with regard to -wrt in the following- LDS semantics.

Other methods have been proposed to prove design correctness in
the same framework. Odawara et al. [3] present a HDL and a
comparison process. Emphasis is laid on the comparison process
between boolean expressions in normal form and little is said about
programs reduction to their normal form. In our method, we use a
canonical form of Boolean Logic that makes comparisons trivial. The
problem then comes from the reduction process which is not trivial
due to the HDL semantics.
We defme a process named Formal Analysis that permits to
verify that LDS programs are correct wrt LDS semantics. Through
this process we reduce them to a canonical form. Comparison
between programs is done on their canonical form. Formal Analysis
is made practically feasible by the use of a new canonical form of
Boolean Logic we have defined and named Typed Shannon’s
Canonical Form.
This method has led to the implementation of a tool named
P R I M which is now used by industrial CPU designers. It has
already been used to verify VLSI circuit parts. 32 bit datapath
operators have been verified in less than a minute and design e m r s
found. A microprocessor control section has also been verified in 30
minutes.
Section 2 presents the VLSI design methodology and in section 3
we show how our formal proof method fits into it. The proof method
is fully described in section 4. Section 5 explains some fundamental
results about Typed Shannon’s Canonical Form of Boolean Logic.
Section 6 presents some experimental results and our concluding
remarks are given in section 7.
2. Formal Droof in the Design methodology
This section describes Bull’s methodology for VLSI based
system design and the way our formal proof method fits into it. This
methodology is based on a HDL named LDS [4]. It defines, through
the following five main steps, the correct way to design and to verify
highly integrated digital systems:
1. The system is described by a hierarchy of modules, each one
correspondingto a system subpart. Each module is a LDS program
composed of two parts:
- a structural part describing the sub-system interface (inputs and
outputs ports), its hardware components and the way it is built
out of its own sub-parts. Hierarchy leaves are small blocks of
circuitry such as data-path operators.
- a behavioural part describing the sub-system functionality. It
uses the hardware resources declared in the structural part.
Synchronous systems are described at the cycle level. For
example, a microprogrammed system is described at the top level
by a set of micro-functions. Each of them corresponds to a set of
elementary operations that the system can perform during one
cycle. These micro-functions are then used to write microinstructions.
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2. The highest module in the hierarchy describes the system as it will
be seen once realized. This module behavioural part is validated by
simulation using pattems generated from the system specifications.
For example, the microprogrammed system will be validated by its
microprogram. Self-testing and critical sequences of assembly
instructions are executed. They validate the microprogram, which
itself validates the behavioural description. Each module in the
hierarchy is validated in the same way. Once validated, a module
M’s behavioural description becomes the specification SM of this
module hierarchy, i.e. the function that the hardware described in
M’s structural part must perform.
3.The system is automatically or manually designed and layout is
associated to the hierarchy leaves. Layout constitutes the ultimate
control point for the designers before circuit processing.
4.A functwnal exfractor [SI generates from the layout the
behavioural description RM (realization) of each hierarchy module
M. Functional extraction and abstraction is done hierarchically
through two steps:
(1) A PROLOG program extracts the functionality of the hierarchy
leaves from their layout.
(2) Consider a module in the hierarchy. First its subparts
behaviours are extracted. Then a second program assembles
these behaviours according to the module structural part.
5. Here is the functional verification step. Consider a module M in

the hierarchy. Through the preceding design steps, it has been
associated to two behavioural descriptions, its specifcation SM
and realization RM. Before we introduced P R I M in the
methodology, simulation was used to test the extracted behaviour.
RM was simulated with the same pattems that were used to
validate SM. If no e m r was detected and comparison of outputs
values with the expected ones showed equality in any case, RM
and SM were declared equivalent and the design validated.
The problem is that the simulation based verification cannot be
complete because the circuit has a lot of inputs and is complex. Some
input pattem causing damage to the circuit may not appear in the test.
However, it may happen in the normal use of the circuit and damage
it. Proving the design correct thus consists in proving that the
programs are correct and equivalent wrt LDS semantics. Informally,
correctness of a program P means that for every pattem that can be
assigned to P’s inputs, P’s execution terminates without error.
Equivalence between two correct programs P and Q requires that for
every pattem that can be assigned to P’s and Q’s inputs, P’s and Q’s
execution puts each output variable in the same state. The sets of
pattems to be considered when proving correctness can be diffetent
for the specification and the realization, but they are the same when
proving equivalence.
3. Correctness and Euuivalence of LDS roer rams
LDS is an imperative language designed to hierarchically
describe digital systems structure and behaviour. In this paper, we
consider the LDS subpart dedicated to synchronous systems
description.

LDS has different types of variables to describe hardware
structure and behaviour. Signals, booleans, registers, latches
correspond to hardware components such as memorizing elements
and wires. Their semantics were specified from the working mode of
their physical counterpart. Variables are algorithmic variables used
for the sake of clarity and efficiency in the behavioural description.
Variables can have more than one bit, e.g. a 32 bit signal is
considered as 32 signals that are grouped together. In this paper we
consider, without loss of generality, that the variables are single bit
variables. The LDS statements which are relevant to the formal proof
process are the following:
1. the simple assignment varl := exp;
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2. the bidirectional assignment varl

.-. var2;

3. the conditional: IF exp THEN clist_of-sstatement_l>;
ELSE <list-of-statement-2>;
where varl, var2 are of any of the above defined types, exp is an
expression built out of variables with the usual boolean operators
such as A (logical and), v (logical or), arithmetic operators such as
+, -,etc...
LDS denotational semanfics gives a meaning to expressions,
statements and programs written in LDS, e.g. it defines the most
significant bit in a 32 bit register representing a number. Through a
set of semantic rules, it also determines programs describing well
built hardware. Here are the significant semantic rules:
(Rl) LDS is a strict language. When an expression is evaluated,
every variable occuring in it must have been previously assigned.
For example, in the expression (a A b), both a and b must have a
value, even if a o r b is equal to 0.
(R2) Hardware associated variables (signal, register, boolean) cannot

be assigned more than once in a cycle. So they cannot be
assigned more than once in a program.
(R3) Algorithmic variables (variables) may be assigned more than
once in a cycle, so they and can be reassigned in a program.
(R4) In a bidirectional assignment, varl :=: var2, one and only one of
varl, var2 must have a value. After execution of this statement,
both variables have the same value. Such statements are
generated by the functional extraction process when switches
cannot be oriented.
Violations of semantic rules denote design emrs. For instance, a
signal double assignment may denote an implicit loop in the circuit
or a possible short circuit; an unassigned signal occuring in an
expression may correspond to a badly connected wire in the
hardware. Extracted behaviours must be carefully checked against
violation of the semantic rules because such a violation may result in
damaging the circuit.
We say that a LDS program is correct wrt LDS semantics when,
for every pattem that can be assigned to its inputs, execution
terminates (no error is dectected). We then define equivalence wrt
LDS semantics between two LDS programs: (1) The programs must
describe the same circuit, with the same input and output variables,
(2) they must be both correct, and (3) for every pattem that can be
assigned to the programs inputs, execution of the programs puts each
output variable in the same state.
The LDS semantic rules are easy to check when performing a
numeric simulation. When input variables are assigned numeric
values, execution can only put other variables in one of the three
following states: unassigned, 0-valued, and 1-valued. Variable
assignements in expressions and double assignements are easily
detected. Final states comparaison is also immediate. Unfortunately,
in order to prove that two programs are correct and equivalent, one
has to execute them on every possible pattem. As the number of such
pattems is very large, for instance 267 for a 32 bit adder, one can only
test the design on a small part of them.
4. Formal Analysis of LDS Drograms
Notations.
In the sequel, we will denote boolean variables by lower case
letters such as a, b, ..., boolean expressions by upper case letters such
as A, B, ..., and LDS variables and expressions by lower italics such
as a, b, ...
We describe in this section a process that we name Formal
Analysis. This process allows to verify that LDS programs are
correct wrt LDS semantics without setting numeric values to their
input variables. Through this process, which is based on a sequential
symbolic execution, we also reduce LDS programs to a canonical

form. Equivalence proof of programs reduced to their canonical form
then comes down to a syntactical equality test.
Verifying LDS mant tic rules without setting numeric values to
variables leads to some difficulties, as shown in this example:
Input signal c, el, e2;
signal v;
I F c = l THEN v : = e l ;
I F c = O THEN v:=e2;

In this program, the signal v seems to be assigned twice, thus
violating the semantic rule R2. But a closer look at the statements
shows that the two assignements are conditional and the conditions
(c = 1) and (e =0) are exclusive. So one and only one of these
statements (depending on the value of c) is executed during an
execution and v is assigned only once.
Formal analysis systems have already been used in hardwm
verification. When dealing with conditional statements, their classical
answer is case analysis (also called forcing) 161, [7].It consists in
building the tree of all possible paths in the programs and verifying
each path separately. For complex designs this tree is very large and,
as the number of different paths grows exponentially with the size of
the tree, these methods cannot be used.
4.1 Introducing contexted values

The way we solve this inefficiency and perform a pure symbolic
analysis is by considering that conditional statements create contexts
of assignement which have to be recorded with the assigned values.
We attach to each program variable v a couple:
of boolean expressions. We name Cv the assignment context of v and
Vv the contexted value of v. Formal analysis of a LDS program then
consists in formally computing, using these couples, for each
statement in the program: (1) its validity wrt LDS semantics, and (2)
the changes produced on the assignment context and contexted value
of the assigned variable.
The key idea [9] is that LDS semantic rules can be checked using
assignment context and contexted value. This is shown on the former
example. Executing the first statement (IF c = 1 THEN v := el;)
assigns v if and only if the condition (c = 1) is m e . No e m r can
occur because c is a program input. Formal analysis associates to v
the couple:

(c, c ~ e , )
where, in the assigned value, the assignment context is associated to
the value in order to form a discrimination net [8]. Then the second
statement (IF c = 0 THEN v := e2;) is analysed. If no error was
detected, it would associate to v the couple:
(lc, c A e2)
Formal analysk verifies that these two couples can be combined
without violating the semantic rule R2, and compute the resulting
unique couple. First the assignment contexts of both couples are
combined to check that they cannot be true at the same time. Then
assignment contexts and assigned values are combined to form the
final couple:

(1, (c A el) v b c A e2))
4.2 The reduction D~OWSS

This section describes how Formal analysis of a LDS program is
pratically performed. Consider a LDS program with inputs il, ..., ik,
outputs 01, ..., om, and local variables 11, ..., I,,. The program inputs
may be constraint. This constraint is a boolean expression that we
note A. We consider it as an axiom in the reduction process. For
instance, the clock signals ckl and ck2 of a two phase system must
not overlap. The corresponding axiom is: A = +kl A ckz). The
formal analysis of the program is done on the inputs pattems

satisfying the axiom A.
Remark. We do not make any difference between an input pattem
and its boolean representation. For instance, the pattem (0, ...,0)
assigned to (il, ...in) is represented by the expression:
( 4 1 A ... A -in).
Formal analysis of a LDS program is performed in the following
way:
1. This is the initialization step. Inputs variables are given a
symbolyc value. For instance, we attach to il the couple (1, il) that
is interpreted as: il is assigned and its value is 0 or 1. Local and
output variables are considered unassigned before execution of the
program. For instance, 01 is attached the couple (0, 0) which is
interpreted as: 01 is not assigned.
2. A simple unconditional assignement such as v := e q is analysed
through the following four steps:
(Sl) Check that the expression exp can be evaluated without error.
Each variable x occurring in exp must be assigned. The semantic
rule R1 is respected if and only if whatever the pattem satisfying
A is assigned to the program inputs, the execution of the
statements preceding this one in the program has assigned x.
This means that every pattem satisfying the boolean expression
A also satisfies C,. This is expressed by the formula:

A-C,
So we need a tautology checker in Boolean Logic. A lot of
them have already been used in the framework of hardware
verification. They are based on techniques as different as
resolution, paramodulation, and canonical rewriting. We have
chosen to built our prover on a new canonical form of Boolean
Logic that we have defined and named Typed Shannon’s
canonical form. Proving that a boolean expression is a tautology
is done by rewriting it to its canonical form which have to be
equal to 1.
P R I M reduces the formula (A CJ to its canonical form.
If it not syntactically equal to 1. then an error message is
produced and the error analysed. If it is equal to 1 then we
compute the variable x’s contexted value: A A V,
(S2) LDS expressions such as exp are represented in memory by
trees defined by the LDS abstract syntax. We use a depth-first
traversal of these trees to verify the rule R1. In this way we can
compute in a bottom-up manner the canonical form of the
boolean expression E associated to exp. E is a boolean
expression of variables in ( i l , ..., ik).

(S3)Check that this assignment is correct wrt LDS semantics. If v
is a variable, its reassignment is allowed and no error can occur.
If v is a signal, the rule R2 is respected if and only if whatever
the pattem satisfying A is set to the program inputs, execution
of the program statements preceding the current one has not
already assigned v. This means that every pattem satisfying A
must not satisfy C,. This condition is expressed by the formula:
A

3

4,,.

All input pattems considered in the process satisfy A, so this
formula becomes: C,=O, which means that v has not been
assigned by preceding statements. As C, is kept in its canonical
form, correctness is immediately stated.
(S4) Compute changes in v’s assignment context and contexted

value. As the statement is unconditional, it is executed for every
pattem that satisfies A. So v’s new assignment context is:
A.
As for v’s new contexted value, consider first that v is a
signal. As v has not been assigned by the preceding program
statements, we have: V, = 0, and v’s new contexted value is
immediately: E. Now consider that v is a variable. Even if v has
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already been assigned, it his reassigned because the statement is
unconditional, so its new contexted value is: E.
3. Conditional statements need more attention. Consider the LDS
statement: IF cond THEN v := exp. Its formal analysis is
performed through 4 steps:
(Cl) Check that cond can be evaluated without error. This is done
in the same way than in (Sl). Through this process, we get a
boolean expression that we note COND. A pattem satisfying
COND is such that. when it is assigned to the program inputs,
the assignment v:=exp is executed, whatever path has been
taken through the preceding program statements.
(C2)Check that the expression exp can be evaluated without
semantic error. Consider a variable x occurring in it. Consider a
pattem that satisfies COND and assign it to the program inputs.
Execution of the program statements preceding this one must
have assigned x. So this pattem must satisfy C,. We thus get a
formula that looks like the one obtained in (Sl):
COND =3 c,.
PRIAM reduces this boolean expression to its canonical
form which must be equal to 1. If no semantic error is detected
then we retum x’s contexted value: COND A V, In a bottom-up
manner, we compute the canonical form of the boolean
expression exp that we note E.
(C3) Check the assignment correctness. If v is a variable no
semantic error can occur. If v is a signal, then things get a little
more intricate than for an unconditional assignment. Consider a
pattem satisfying COND and assign it to the program inputs. As
v cannot be assigned more than once in the program, execution
of the preceding program statements must have let x unassigned.
This means that this pattem does not satisfy C,. So the rule R2
is respected if and only if every pattem which satisfies the
boolean expression COND does not satisfy C,. This is expressed
by the formula:
COND * (YC,,).
Using De Morgan’s laws, this formula is rewritten to:
COND A c,,= 0.
PRIAM reduces the formula (COND A C,) to its canonical
form which must be equal to 0. If not, an error message is
produced and the error is analysed.
(C4) Compute changes in v’s assignment context and contexted
value. For each pattem that satisfies C,, v is assigned before the
execution of this assignment, For each pattem that satisfies
COND, v is assigned by the execution of this assignment. So v’s
new assignment context is:
COND v G.
As for contexted values, first consider that v is a signal. As
COND A C,, = 0. the same is true for associated contexted
values, so E A V, = 0. Contexted values can be combined
without introducing ambiguity in the discrimination net and v’s
new contexted value is:
V, v E.
Now consider that v is a variable. There are different
possible cases to consider. If we have: COND A C,,= 0 then we
can combine contexted values in the same way than above. Now
consider that COND A G # 0. If a pattem satisfies both C, and
COND, then execution of the program with this pattem as inputs
initial value reassigns v. If a pattem satisfies C, but not COND,
then the execution of the program with this pattem as inputs
initial value does not reassign v. So, v’s new contexted value is:
(7COND A V,) v E.
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The same mechanism is used to execute nested conditional
statements and the boolean expressions associated to embedded
conditions are combined by a conjunction.
4.3 Comuaring programs
Consider a module specification and realization we want to prove
equivalent with regard to the LDS semantics. Formal analysis verify
that they are both correct. using each program associated set of input
pattems. Through this process, each output variable o is attached a
describing the state of o
couple (CS, VS,) (respectively (CR,,
after execution of the specification (resp. realization).
The programs are then proven equivalent. if and only if, for every
pattem in the specification input patterns set, execution of the two
programs puts every output variable in the same state. Using
assignment contexts and contexted values. this can be expressed by
the following formulas:

m))

(El) CSo 3 C R O and
(E21 cso =3 (vso * W O )
where E l expresses that whenever a variable gets assigned in the
specification, it must get assigned in the realization and E2 expresses
equality of the assigned values. Both conditions are easily verified by
PRIAM, which rewrites, for each output variable, the corresponding
expressions to their canonical forms which must be equal to 1.
When PRIAM detects a violation of a semantic rule or fails in
showing equivalence of programs, it generates input pattems that
show the error. For instance, consider that some output o is not
attached the same contexted value for both programs. So VSo and
VR, are not equivalent under the constraint CSo. PRIAM can
generate all of the input pattems such that VSo and VR, do not
evaluate to the same value. Some methods, especially [ll], use these
pattems to locate errors in the hardware.
5. TvDed Shannon’s canonical form
Section 4 has shown that formally reducing LDS programs to
their canonical form requires constant use of boolean expressions
reduction. Most of PRIAM speed and power comes f ” the
properties of an original canonical form of boolean logic we have
developed and named Typed Shannon’s canonical form.
Other canonical forms of boolean expressions have already been
used in circuit design and verification. W. Buttner and H. Simonis
[lo] proposed a canonical form built on the boolean operators A
(logical and) and @ (logical exclusive or). They inserted it in a
PROLOG system performing an extended unification (boolean
unification). Their experiments in fault diagnosis and test pattem
generation [ l l ] have shown the power of the method. But this
canonical form lacks orthogonality: performing an A (logical and) or
an v (inclusive or) between two expressions generates a lot of
intermediate terms because of the distributivy of the A operator over
the 0 operator.
5.1 Decision Graphs
B.M.E. Moret [12] proposed Decisions Graphs, which are
directed acyclic graphs (dag). A boolean expression is represented
by a decision graph encoding its truth table. R. E. Bryant [13] used
the decision graphs to defme a whole set of algorithms for
manipulating boolean expressions. These algorithms are now
currently used in Boolean Logic based works. He demonstrated the
technique on the proof of combinatorial operators, e.g. a 32 bit
Arithmetic and Logical Unit was proven correct in 22 minutes on a
VAX 780.
Consider a set Vn = (VI, ...,Vn) of boolean variables and IF, the
set of boolean functions of variables in V, (the set of functions from
( 0 , l ) n to (0, 1)). Consider a function F in FmUsing Shannon’s
expansion theorem [14], this function can be expressed in terms of a

unique couple of functions (Fl, Fo) of variables in [vi, ..., Vn-1):
F (vi.

...,v,,) = (v,

A

F1) v (-vn

A

Fo)

where F1 (respectively Fo) is the function obtained by replacing
every occurrence of vn in F by 1 (resp. 0). In the same way, F1 and Fo
can be decomposed with respect to v,l and this recursively defined
decomposition constitutes F’s Shannon’s canonical decomposition. It
can be represented by the following graph (where G F ~
and GFOare
the graphs respectively associated to F1 and Fo):
where the left edge corresponds to the
case where vn = 1 and the right edge
to the case where v, = 0.
GF1
GFO
Such graphs associated with Shannon’s canonical form of
boolean functions (or expressions) are binary trees which leaves are
Os or 1s. R. E. Bryant remarked that, in the field of hardware design,
boolean functions associated graphs often have a regular structure
which allows a compacted representation thanks to subgraphs
sharing.
The problem arises with the (logical not) operator. To build
( q ’ s associated graph, one has to build F’s graph and then replace
all the leaves by their opposite value. i.e. Os by 1s and 1s by Os. In the
case where both F and -F appear in a bigger expression, one has to
make a copy of F’s graph before modifying its leaves. In addition to
the space loss due to copying, this leads to a waste of time in future
graph computations due to subgraph sharing loss.
This is shown by the following example. Consider the graph
associated to the expression F = v, CB H where H is a function of
variables in [vi, ..., vn-1):
where G a and GH are structurally the
same except that their leaves have
opposite values.
GH
G-H
Our key idea [I51 to overcome this inefficiency is to avoid
copying and modifying H’s graph to obtain (-H)’s one. This is done
by introducing typed edges in the graphs, indicating the negation
instead of performing it. The former graph thus becomes:
where the minus sign on the left edge
indicates the negation to be performed
on GH in order to obtain F’s Shannon’s
GH
canonical decomposition.

A

A

-0

In this new kind of graph, the same structure is used to represent
an expression and its negation. As no copying is performed, this
leads to an important time and space saving in graph computation.
The question then is that there are several possible typed structures
associated to an expression. We show in the next section that there is
a typed canonical form of boolean expressions (derived from
Shannon’s form) that we name Typed Shunnon’s canonical form.
This typed canonical form enables us to associate to any expression a
unique Typed graph.

5.3 Fundamental results
Lemma 1.
Consider n 2 0 and F in F,. F Shannon’s decomposition with respect
to v, is: F = (Vn A F1) v (-vn A Fo). Then:
F = 7((Vn I\ q 1 ) V (-Nn A q o ) )
proof.
Using De Morgan’slaws, we get :
-F = (Vn A a i ) V (TV, A q o ) V ( 4 1 A 40).
By the consensus rule, we can eliminate the third term @cause of
redundancy) and obtain:
4 = (V, A 4 1 ) V (-XnA q o ) .
Now we have F = -(-F) which gives the result.
Lemma 2.
Consider n 2 0 and F in FW Then: F is positive if and only if 4 is
negative. This proves that for every n, F1, and Fo,, are equipotent
sets.

Proof.
The proof is done by induction on n. The result is immediate for
n = 0 (by definition). For n > 0, the proof is trivially done using
lemma 1.
Theorem.
Consider n h 0 and a function F in FW There is a unique couple
(HI, Ho) of functions in
such that Hi is positive and F’s
Shannon’s decomposition with respect to v, is:
1. F = (vn A HI) v (-v, A Ho)
if F is positive.
if F is negative.
2. F = q ( v , A HI) v (-vn A Ho))
The couple (H1,Ho) is called the Positively Typed Shannon’s
decompositionof F with respect to v,,.
Proof.
F‘s Shannon’s decomposition with respect to v, is:
F = (Vn A F1) v (TV, A Fo).
If F is positive, then the result is immediate by definition, H1 is F1
and Ho is Fo.
If F is negative, then F1 is also negative. Using the lemma 1, we get:
F = 4(Vn A 4 1 ) v (-vn I‘
Using the lemma 2, -81 is positive, we get H1 = -F1 and Ho = 4 0 .

-Fs>?.

This theorem shows that Typed Shannon’s decomposition is a
canonical form of functions of an ordered set of boolean variables
(vi, ..., Vn). This form can be represented by graphs with ryped edges
as shown in the previous example. Introducing such typed edges in
Bryant’s graphs reduces both their size and the needed time to
compute them. In particular, negation is performed in null time and
we do not need a total graph sharing system such as Bryant’s one.
Subgraph sharing is natural and is not broken by logical operations.
6. ExDerimental results
P R I M is written in an object oriented language named CEYX
which is built on a LISP dialect called Le-Lisp. The results presented
here were run on a SPS9 RIDG462.
L

D

W

5.2 Definitions
Consider the above defined Set Fn of boolean functions Of
variables in V, = [vi, .... Vn). Using Shannon’s way of decomposing
functions into ones with less variables. we inductively define, for
every n z 0, a partition of Fninto two equipotent sets F1n and F i :
1. F ~ =o ( 1), F i = (0) where 1 (respectively0) denotes the function
with constant value 1 (resp. 0).
2. If F belongs to Fn,its Shannon’s decomposition with respect to Vn
is: F = (v, A F1) v (TV, A Fo).

Firstly, in order to compare typed decision graphs with decision
graphs, we ran PRIAM on a set of ALUS taken f ” previously
designed CPUs. We used the best order on the variables (commands,
then most significant bits, then less significant bits). Realizations
were extracted from gate
- level descriDtions. The results were the
following:

Functions belonging to F ~ o...,
, An are said to be positive, other ones
are said to be negative.

There are two points worth mentioning about this example. First
point is that attempts made at compacting the graphs showed that

Operands size I Reduction time
8 bits I
17 s
16 bits
38 s
32 bits
85 s

I

I

Graphs Size
646 nodes
1358 nodes
2182 nodes
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they are naturally computed minimal in size. Second point is that
needed CPU time and memory size needed for formal proof is
proportional to the operands size. Doubling this size multiply CPU
time by 2.3 approximately and graphs size by 2.1 .
We also verified combinational operators of under design CPUs.
The realizations of these operators were extracted from their layout.
A 32 bits adder with a sophisticated arborescent cany propagation
had a 2 lines specification and a 700 lines realization, with dozens of
local variables. Formal analysk was performed in 20 seconds. The
equivalence test found a very local design error. This error had been
w e e n by simulation and was visible only on the 15th output. Final
graphs were very small (350nodes). A format decoder with 120 lines
specification and a 2000 lines realization was also verified in 30
seconds and a design error found.
Large differences in specification and realization programs size

are due to the functional extraction process. As it is based on pattem
recognition, logical functions are locally extracted. In case of the 32
adder, global boolean expressions cannot be produced because of
their complexity, so intemal signals are kept as local variables in the
extracted program. In the case of the decoder, transistors used as
switches creates a lot of conditional assignments that cannot be
reduced without formal analysis !.
6.1 usvc control section.
psyc [16] is a microprogrammable microprocessor designed to
execute the fundamental operations in a relational database system.
Its specification is a set of 150 micro-functions used to write. its
microprogram. From this specification we produced the control
section specification (2500 lines). It is composed of the microsequencer and the 69 bits microword decoding part which generates
150 datapath control signals. Its realization was obtained by
extraction from the gate level description. Errors were found during
both specification and realization formal analysis. Needed time to
performformal analysis and equivalence test is about 30 minutes.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an original approach to VLSI
circuit design verification. Two ideas underly our formal proof
method.
The first idea is to use an improved form of decision graphs to
compute boolean expressions. Though our canonical form presents
the same limits than Bryant’s one [13], it is much more efficient.
Simple heuristics are used to order the input variables. Some kinds of
boolean expressions cannot be represented in a compacted way by
decision graphs, for instance combinational multiplier expressions.
We are working on methods to deal with such boolean expressions.
The second idea is to use the canonical form as the basis of a
HDL semantic checker. This idea seems to be a good altemative to
case analysis when dealing with conditional statements. Our formal
analysis process check LDS programs in one pass and do not need
any backtracking mechanism. Other HDL semantics can also be
checked. For instance psyc’s description was not written in LDS.
Hardware descriptions considered in this paper are at the cycle
level. However, the method can deal with sequential descriptions as
well. The LDS semantic rules are extended and PRIAM can take
them into account. Sequential descriptions correspond to automatons
and we use ryped cyclic graphs instead of simple ryped decision
graphs to represent them. We thus need to modify our current
algorithms to compute such cyclic graphs and compare them.
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